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Summary

Comparative genome analyses reveal that organismal complexity scales not with gene number but

with gene regulation. Recent efforts indicate that the human genome likely contains hundreds of

thousands of enhancers, with a typical gene embedded in a milieu of tens of enhancers.

Proliferation of cis-regulatory DNAs is accompanied by increased complexity and functional

diversification of transcriptional machineries recognizing distal enhancers and core promoters, and

by the high-order spatial organization of genetic elements. We review progress in unraveling one

of the outstanding mysteries of modern biology: the dynamic communication of remote enhancers

with target promoters in the specification of cellular identity.

Transcription regulation is the premier mechanism underlying differential gene activity in

animal development and disease. The first paradigms of gene control were established in

bacteria and phage transcription, which typically employs the promoter as the exclusive site

for integrating the information required to switch genes on or off (e.g., (Ptashne, 2005)). The

earliest well studied systems consisted of a repressor bound to specific “operator” sequences

that overlapped the promoter thus precluding entry of RNA Polymerase (Pol). Eviction of

the repressor, for example, by allosteric changes accompanying the binding of an inducer

(e.g., lactose), permits access of Pol to the promoter and activation of gene expression

(Lewis, 2013). An equally important mechanism regulating Pol binding was revealed by the

discovery of sigma factors and activators that help recruit and stabilize Pol at the promoter

(Losick, 1998). These also operate in promoter-proximal regions, generally within 50–60 bp

of the transcription start site. Thus, in the majority of cases, bacteria, phages and other

prokaryotes rely on promoter-proximal, topologically restricted cis-elements to drive

regulated transcriptional initiation.

In the late 1970s scientists obtained the first glimpses into the organization of metazoan

genes. When compared with bacteria, three fundamental differences were immediately

apparent. First, genes are interrupted by intervening sequences, or introns (Sharp, 1994).

Second, the DNA template is wrapped up in nucleosomes making access to chromatin by
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trans-acting factors a more arduous task (Kornberg and Lorch, 1999). Third, it was possible

to identify regulatory DNA sequences – enhancers – extended distances along the DNA

from their cognate core promoter. This separation was first dramatically demonstrated in the

case of the prototypic enhancer, identified in the animal virus SV40 (Banerji et al., 1981).

The entire SV40 genome is only 5.2 kb in length. It contains a 200 bp enhancer located

immediately upstream of the early promoter, which controls the expression of genes (e.g., T-

antigen) required for replication of the viral genome. The close proximity of the SV40

enhancer to the T-antigen promoter was evocative of the promoter-proximal regulatory

elements of bacteria and yeast. However, despite this proximity, the SV40 enhancer was

shown to augment the expression of a linked, heterologous gene (beta-globin) over a

distance of 10 kb, farther than the entirety of the native SV40 genome.

This unexpected uncoupling of regulatory DNAs from their target promoters – regulation at

a distance – appears to be a distinctive property of metazoan genomes. Although yeast and

other simple eukaryotes contain a few genes with such long distance cis-control

arrangements, the vast majority of their genes employ regulatory sequences located near

(100–200 bp) promoters (Struhl et al., 1998). By contrast, the majority of metazoan

regulatory DNAs encompass multiple clusters of enhancers located at long distances from

their promoters and recent studies have provided dramatic examples of super long-range

enhancer-promoter interactions in vertebrate genomes. For example, the gene encoding

Sonic Hedgehog is regulated by a distal enhancer that maps nearly one megabase from the

promoter (Amano et al., 2009). Moreover, the expression of the c-Myc oncogene in

hematopoietic lineages is regulated by a cluster of remote enhancers located 1.8 megabases

downstream of the transcription unit (Shi et al., 2013).

It has been recognized for some time that expanding the tether between the core promoter

and cis-control elements allows regulation at a distance and opens the door to complex gene

control, whereby a given gene can be expressed in a variety of different cell types and

tissues, and in response to different signals or environmental cues (e.g., (Levine, 2010;

Bulger and Groudine, 2011)). Indeed we might posit that without unhitching enhancers and

promoters, it would not be possible to assemble the elaborate networks of gene transcription

that control complex metazoan processes, and hence, “location matters” in the evolution of

cis-regulatory elements. A well-studied example of such a transcription network is seen for

the segmentation gene even-skipped, which is expressed in 7 pair-rule stripes along the

length of the Drosophila embryo due to the activities of 5 separate enhancers (Fig. 1A)

(Levine, 2010). Similarly, the vertebrate Pitx gene is regulated by several enhancers

mediating expression in different tissues and organs (Chan et al., 2010). Selective deletions

of the hindlimb enhancer underlies the diversification of stickleback fish populations lacking

pelvic fins (Fig. 1B). Thus, the modular organization and distal locations of metazoan

enhancers enabled the development of multiple cell-types and likely facilitated animal

evolutionary diversity.

A major future frontier of transcription research is the elucidation of the dynamic

communication of remote enhancers with their target promoters. Before delving into this

ambitious topic we first summarize recent advances in our understanding of the protein

complexes controlling the activity of RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) at the core promoters of
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protein coding genes and some non-coding RNAs. We emphasize key findings and concepts

obtained during the past 10 years and refer the reader to previous reviews for more in-depth

discussions of specialized topics, such as histone modification (e.g., (Ruthenburg et al.,

2007)), in silico identification of enhancers based on clustering of recognition sequences for

cell-specific transcription factors (e.g., (Philippakis et al., 2006)), and mechanisms of

transcriptional elongation (e.g., (Smith and Shilatifard, 2013)). We will also not touch on

RNA Polymerase I and III that transcribe ribosomal RNAs and tRNAs respectively, not for

lack of interest or importance but primarily for consideration of length and focus.

The Core Promoter and Cell-Specific Transcription Complexes

Compared to bacteria, metazoan systems employ vastly more elaborate transacting protein

machineries to cope with the extended arrangement of distal enhancers and multi-faceted

promoters and the demands of temporal and spatial patterns of gene transcription essential to

governing cell-type specificity and development (Levine and Tjian, 2003). In the past 10–15

years it has been well documented that animal genomes contain a large proportion of genes

encoding transcription factors (5–10% of total coding capacity). There is also a great

diversity and functional specialization of components that make up the core promoter

recognition complex and “basal machinery”. Instead of a relatively simple Pol complex

composed of just 5–6 subunits, the prototypic eukaryotic PreInitiation Complex (PIC)

consists of >85 polypeptides, including several multi-subunit components such as RNA Pol

II, TFIID, E, F, H and various large co-activators (Med/ARC) and chromatin remodeling

factors (Roeder, 1996; Cramer, 2002; Goodrich and Tjian, 2010). In recent years, an even

greater diversity of cell-type and gene specific cofactors and PIC components has been

discovered (Fig 2). We have also come to appreciate that even the core promoter comes in

many flavors, with elements such as TATA, INR, DPE contributing additional levels of

specificity and regulation when coupled to upstream and downstream enhancers (Juven-

Gershon and Kadonaga, 2010).

Pol II consists of 12 subunits, is highly conserved throughout eukaryotes and serves as the

central catalytic component of the PIC that drives RNA synthesis (Roeder, 1996). It does so,

however, with the help of a large and diverse set of essential core promoter initiation factors

that include TFIIA, B, D, E, F and H. Although most RNA Pol II initiation complexes utilize

all or most of these prototypic core promoter factors (previously referred to as general

transcription factors) a wealth of biochemical fractionation studies, functional reconstitution

assays and genetic analyses have revealed that even the core components of the PIC are

neither “general” nor universal. It now seems likely that there are various classes of PIC

assemblies and that the stereotypic PIC composition identified in human HeLa cells,

Drosophila S2 and yeast cell extracts may have given us an over simplified picture that

significantly underestimated the diversity of PICs (Goodrich and Tjian, 2010). The

importance of the PIC and constituent subunits in specifying cell type selective gene

regulation became apparent only after mechanisms of transcriptional control were examined

in terminally differentiated cells (Deato and Tjian, 2007). It now appears that many

components of the PIC as well as attendant co-activators and chromatin remodeling

complexes come in diverse ensembles that are required to drive cell type and gene specific

transcription in metazoans (Fig. 2A) (D’Alessio et al., 2009; Dikstein et al., 1996; Goodrich
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and Tjian, 2010). This notion of diversified and functionally distinct sets of Pol II accessory

factors working in concert with classical sequence-specific DNA binding activators to

regulate cell type specific transcriptional programs may itself be an underestimate as it now

seems evident that there are also gene specific PICs within a single cell type (Fig. 2B). For

example, it was recently found that the transcriptional complexes responsible for expression

of the histone genes in Drosophila make use of a rather stripped down version of the

stereotypic PIC – one that lacks both TFIID and B (Guglielmi et al., 2013). Another striking

example of gene specific PICs is seen for the genes encoding ribosomal proteins (Fig. 2B),

wherein the core promoters bear a distinct TCT element instead of the more conventional

TATA/INR core promoter arrangement (Parry et al., 2010). Thus, despite over 30 years of

extensive biochemical and genetic analysis, it is likely that we have not yet completed our

survey of the core Pol II machineries that govern metazoan transcription and we look

forward to additional surprises.

Structure of Multi-Subunit Complexes That Form the PIC

There have been major advances in the determination of the 3D structures of the large multi-

subunit assemblies that are recruited to the core promoter to form the PIC (Grünberg and

Hahn, 2013; Liu et al., 2013). The earliest successes in the structural determination of

transcription factors came from elegant X-ray crystallographic studies of sequence specific

DNA-binding proteins (McKay and Steitz, 1981; Pavletich and Pabo, 1991). These studies

helped define the now easily recognizable structural motifs such as zinc fingers, helix-loop-

helix, leucine zippers, homeobox, winged helix and many other DNA binding domains

(Weirauch and Hughes, 2011). By contrast, the 3D structures of transcriptional activation

domains (e.g., acidic, glutamine-rich, etc.) have stubbornly eluded structural determination.

The paucity of such structures results from their inherent lack of stable tertiary structure –

“molten globules” – until they interact with specific co-activators, which impose a more

defined 3D configuration. In several cases, these disordered domains contain low-

complexity (LC) sequences, made up of few repeated amino acid residues. These LC

domains that are postulated to form reversible fibrous polymers have recently been

identified in Mediator subunits, TAF15 and the largest subunit of RNA Pol II (Kwon et al.,

2013). Multiple LC domain containing transcription factors binding to arrayed promoter

elements provides a potential mechanism to seed the sequential assembly of the PIC. For

example the LC, repetitive C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA Pol II has the ability to

interact with fibrous polymers formed by other LC proteins and phosphorylation of the CTD

disrupts this interaction, allowing regulated promoter escape and elongation. These

properties of floppy domains assuming an induced fit structure or multimerizing to create

docking platforms are likely to apply to other regulatory proteins encoded in the genomes of

higher eukaryotes. Unfortunately, most other critical components of the transcriptional

apparatus such as TAFs, co-activators, chromatin remodelers and core-promoter factors do

not bear such obvious signature motifs identifiable through their amino acid sequences

(Pavlopoulou and Michalopoulos, 2011). This complicates the task of identifying such

factors based on primary sequence information. Consequently, discoveries of new cofactors

and core promoter components depend on biochemical fractionation and in vitro

transcription assays (Pugh and Tjian, 1990; Tjian and Maniatis, 1994).
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The crystal structure of Pol II provided new insights into the enzymatic mechanisms of

transcription, particularly elongation. Structural analysis revealed that the two largest

subunits Rpb1 and Rpb2 form an active central cleft (Cramer et al., 2000) with the Rpb1

side of the cleft forming a clamp that is open in the absence of template DNA but closed

when template DNA and RNA are present (Gnatt et al., 2001). During elongation, the DNA

enters the cleft where it forms a DNA-RNA hybrid in the active center (Gnatt et al., 2001).

Structures of the elongation complex also revealed how RNA Pol II selects NTPs,

incorporates them into the nascent RNA, and identifies the exit path of the RNA transcript

(Cheung et al., 2011; Kettenberger et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006; Westover et al., 2004).

Although less is known about the mechanisms of initiation, several structural studies have

highlighted the role of TFIIB, which appears to interact with Pol II in a manner analogous to

the way that sigma factors interact with bacterial Pol despite a lack of sequence homologies

(Bushnell et al., 2004; Murakami et al., 2002). Of course, the initiation process requires the

participation of several other core PIC components and a more complete mechanistic

dissection of transcription will benefit from high-resolution structures of the PIC discussed

below.

The large sizes of promoter-associated transcription complexes have limited the use of

conventional X-ray crystallographic methods for their elucidation. There is the added

challenge that these complexes often adopt alternative configurations and conformations on

promoter templates. However, recent improvements in high-resolution EM methods have

led to some significant advances, including the structural determinations of the human

TFIID complex and a nearly complete PIC (Cianfrocco et al., 2013; He et al., 2013; Liu et

al., 2009; Murakami et al., 2013). EM structures of human TFIID bound to DNA revealed

that this core component of the PIC induces even more dramatic turns of the promoter

template than the binding of TBP to TATA DNA (Fig. 3A). Moreover, both TFIID and the

ARC/CRSP mediator complexes undergo conformational changes when bound to activators

(Fig. 3B–C) (Liu et al., 2009; Taatjes et al., 2002). Collectively, these structural studies paint

a picture of highly flexible, conformationally diverse and multi-pronged interactions

occurring as activators, Pol II, core promoter factors, elongation factors and chromatin

remodeling complexes all converge at the promoter to form the PIC and initiate

transcription.

Pioneer Factors

We now consider the current state of knowledge regarding the communication of distal

enhancers with the ensembles of transcription complexes present at or near the core

promoter. One of the most important new insights arising from whole-genome analyses of

animal development is that many genes are systematically primed for their timely activation

upon receipt of appropriate inducing signals (reviewed by (Lagha et al., 2012)). Both distal

enhancers and the core promoter anticipate the subsequent activation of gene expression

(Fig. 4). Studies on the regulation of liver-specific gene activity in mouse embryos led to the

identification of FoxA as a “pioneer” transcription factor that primes enhancers for future

activation. FoxA is expressed throughout the developing foregut of early mouse embryos

(Ang et al., 1993; Monaghan et al., 1993). The liver arises from a subset of these cells, and

prior to their separation from the foregut FoxA “marks” enhancers that will become active
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during later stages of development (Gualdi et al., 1996). It was suggested that the binding of

FoxA to these enhancers primes them for future induction by opening local chromatin and

facilitating the entry of liver-specific transcription factors (Cirillo et al., 2002). The exact

mechanism is uncertain. Perhaps FoxA recruits a histone modifying enzyme like CBP/p300

(Visel et al., 2009) or a chromatin remodeling enzyme like Swi/Snf (Ronan et al., 2013),

which in turn, renders neighboring factor binding sites accessible for efficient occupancy

once the later liver-specific transcription factors are first expressed. It is now appreciated

that transcription factors involved in reprogramming cells from one fate to another, such as

Oct4 and Sox2, have pioneer-like properties (Soufi et al., 2012; Wapinski et al., 2013).

FoxA exhibits an unusual property during the cell cycle; it remains associated with

condensing chromosomes during mitosis, while most sequence-specific transcription factors

appear to be released (Caravaca et al., 2013). This special quality – avid binding to

condensed chromatin – might be a critical manifestation of the ability of pioneer factors to

stably mark enhancers for future use (Zaret and Carroll, 2011).

Pioneer factors are not a distinctive property of vertebrate systems, but appear to occur in

invertebrates as well. For example, the Drosophila embryo exhibits a sharp transition in gene

activation between 2 and 3 hours after fertilization. This is referred to as the maternal-

zygotic transition (MZT), and is akin to the midblastula transition in Xenopus embryos

(Tadros et al., 2007). Early embryogenesis is driven by maternal products deposited into the

unfertilized egg during oogenesis. After depletion of these products the zygotic genome is

induced for subsequent developmental processes. A sequence-specific transcription factor

called Zelda appears to function as a pioneer factor to mark most or all of the enhancers

slated for induction during the MZT (Harrison et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2008; Nien et al.,

2011). Zelda is maternally expressed and appears to interact with target enhancers during the

first 30–60 minutes of embryogenesis, well before they become active about an hour later.

Altogether, Zelda marks hundreds of enhancers regulating over 100 zygotic genes.

However, unlike FoxA, Zelda has not been specifically shown to remain associated with

mitotic chromosomes, which we might expect to see if it functions as a bona fide pioneer

factor.

It is likely that the priming of distal enhancers by pioneer (or putative pioneer) factors such

as FoxA and Zelda is related to DNaseI hypersensitivity documented for select regulatory

sequences such as beta-globin genes in classical studies performed in the 1980s (e.g.,

(Groudine et al., 1983)). Whole-genome assays suggest that the “marking” of regulatory

sequences for future use is a prevalent property of metazoan gene control during

development.

Paused RNA Polymerase

In addition to marking their enhancers for future use, developmentally regulated genes can

also anticipate activation by acquiring paused Pol II during embryogenesis (Adelman and

Lis, 2012; Levine, 2011). Whole-genome Pol II ChIP-Seq and Gro-Seq assays reveal that

the majority of genes that contain Zelda at their distal enhancers prior to activation during

Drosophila MZT also contain paused Pol II (Fig. 4C) (Chen et al., 2013; Saunders et al.,
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2013). Thus, both distal regulatory sequences and the proximal promoter are “primed” for

timely induction of gene expression during the one-hour period, between 2 and 3 hours after

fertilization, when localized stripes and bands of gene expression establish the basic

blueprint of the adult fly (Levine, 2010). Genes that are activated later in development are

not paused during this early time period. Instead, they acquire paused Pol II later,

approximately an hour or so prior to their expression (Chen et al., 2013). However, it is

important to note that paused Pol II is not the only way to prepare the promoter for timely

activation. For example, TBP and TFIIA mark the promoter regions of histone genes

throughout the cell cycle, while Pol II is recruited only upon transcriptional activation (Fig.

2B) (Guglielmi et al., 2013).

The mechanism by which paused Pol II (or other general factors such as TFIIA) foster

timely activation of gene expression is uncertain. Studies in cultured S2 cells suggest that

paused Pol II functions very much like pioneer factors, serving as a “bookmark” to prime

the gene for future activation (Gilchrist et al., 2010). In particular, it was suggested that

paused Pol II blocks the assembly of inhibitory nucleosomes within the core promoter.

According to this model, the priming of distal regulatory sequences and proximal promoters

coordinates efficient activation upon receipt of appropriate inducing signals (Fig. 4). Thus,

paused genes are immediately activated upon induction, whereas genes lacking paused Pol II

might exhibit stochastic patterns of activation, possibly arising from variable delays in the

eviction of inhibitory nucleosomes from the core promoter (Lagha et al., 2013).

Genome-wide Identification of Enhancers

The human genome contains a scant number of genes, on the order of just 25,000,

approximately the same number of genes seen in the mustard weed Arabidopsis and the

nematode worm C. elegans (Putnam et al., 2008; Simakov et al., 2013). Given this

uncoupling between gene number and organismal complexity we previously argued that

complexity depends on increasingly sophisticated mechanisms of gene regulation (Levine

and Tjian, 2003). Thus, the human genome is likely to contain a significantly larger number

of enhancers than that seen in plants or worms. Recent studies using whole-genome methods

are entirely consistent with this point of view.

Several methods have been used for the systematic identification of enhancers, or putative

enhancers, engaged in specific developmental processes, including heart specification in

mice and the differentiation of cranial neural crest in humans. For example, heart enhancers

were identified by examining the genome-wide distribution of CBP/p300 histone

acetyltransferase (May et al., 2012). Histone acetylation is associated with transcriptional

activation, and is seen in both promoter regions and distal enhancers. The idea is that

sequence-specific DNA binding proteins interact with their target sites in distal enhancers

and then recruit one or more co-activator complexes to mediate communication with the

core promoter. Detection of these complexes, such as CBP/p300, permits identification of

active enhancers. These studies suggest that thousands of enhancers control gene expression

during the specification and morphogenesis of the mammalian heart. The exact number of

authentic enhancers identified by CBP/p300 ChIP-Seq assays remains uncertain, since only
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a small fraction of the predicted enhancers were directly tested in transgenic mouse

embryos.

Another approach to the whole-genome identification of distal enhancers concerns the use of

specific histone modifications, particularly histone H3K4me1 (monomethylation of core

histone H3 on lysine 4) and H3K27Ac (acetylation of lysine 27) (Heintzman et al., 2009).

These modifications are often associated with latent or active enhancers, and have been used

to identify distal regulatory DNAs controlling a number of processes, including the

specification of cranial neural crest underlying the patterning of the human face (e.g., (Calo

and Wysocka, 2013).

These histone modifications identified thousands of putative neural crest enhancers, and a

significant fraction contains sequence polymorphisms in human populations (Rada-Iglesias

et al., 2012). Specific polymorphisms were shown to alter the binding of two key sequence-

specific transcription factors responsible for the differentiation of cranial neural crest,

TFAP2A and NR2F1/2. It is likely that altered binding of such factors underlies some

human facial variations and malformations such as cleft palate (Attanasio et al. 2013).

The ENCODE consortium identified 400,000 putative enhancers in the human genome, and

it is possible that this number could increase to as many as a million enhancers (ENCODE

Consortium et al., 2012). This amounts to a remarkable fraction of our genomes, 25% and

probably more, devoted to regulatory information, suggesting that a typical human gene

might be regulated by tens of enhancers. Simpler creatures appear to possess fewer

enhancers; for example, Drosophila appears to contain something like 50,000–100,000

enhancers (Arnold et al., 2013). We emphasize that the current estimates are somewhat

uncertain since they are mainly based on whole-genome binding assays and relatively few

direct functional tests. Nonetheless, it is becoming increasingly clear that metazoan genomes

are riddled with enhancers.

Enhancer Trafficking and Spatial Organization in the Nucleus

Our view of the regulatory genome has changed significantly in recent years. It now appears

that genes are embedded in vast and complex regulatory landscapes. How do the right

enhancers communicate with the right promoters in time and space? Chromosome

conformation capture methods suggest that mammalian genomes are organized in a series of

topological association domains (TADs) composed of an average of 700–800 kb containing

5–10 genes and several hundred enhancers (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013; Jin et al., 2013). Most

enhancer-promoter interactions occur within TADs, although there is evidence for trans-

TAD and even trans-chromosomal interactions. Some TADs are bigger than others. For

example, the TAD containing the c-Myc locus is approximately 2 Mb in length and includes

a cluster of remote enhancers located at one of the boundaries that controls expression in

hematopoietic lineages (Shi et al., 2013). The HoxD complex is located at the cusp of two

regulatory TADs, each containing tens of separate enhancers (a “regulatory archipelago”;

Fig. 1C). The 3′ TAD controls early expression in proximal regions of the developing limb,

while the 5′ TAD controls expression in the distal regions of the limb that form the digits.

The 5′ TAD contains the global control region (GCR), which maps ~200 kb away from the
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HoxD complex (see (de Laat and Duboule, 2013)). It is ~40 kb in length and composed of

multiple enhancers. The GCR is evocative of the β-globin LCR, which is responsible for

temporal switching of linked globin genes ((Martin et al., 1996); see below).

Whole-genome analysis of H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac profiles identified putative “super-

enhancers” as extended regulatory sequences, spanning ~5–50 kb in length (Whyte et al.,

2013). There are over 200 super-enhancers in the human genome, and most appear to be

associated with key regulatory genes specifying particular cell types, such as Oct 4 in

embryonic stem cells. It is likely that super-enhancers function much like the previously

identified LCR at the beta-globin locus and GCR at the HoxD locus, which coordinate the

expression of linked genes in defined cell lineages (e.g., Fig. 1C). Preliminary studies

suggest that a number of disease-associated sequence polymorphisms map within super-

enhancers (Hnisz et al., 2013). Indeed, sequence polymorphisms in the non-coding,

regulatory genome are emerging as an important source of human variation, including

susceptibility to disease.

The structured 3D spatial organization of the genome and the manner in which genes and

regulatory elements are embedded therein suggest an important role for the relative location

of these sequences in three dimensional space in facilitating regulation of gene expression.

Enhancer-promoter Communication

One of the outstanding mysteries of transcription regulation is the nature of enhancer-

promoter communication. It has been over 30 years since the discovery of the prototypic

SV40 enhancer (Banerji et al., 1981), and yet, we still do not understand the dynamics of

this process. There is considerable evidence for the looping of distal enhancers to the

promoter. For example, the Sp1 activator binds to both enhancers and proximal regions of

target promoters, and homotypic interactions between Sp1 subunits have been shown to

promote and stabilize looping interactions (Dynan and Tjian, 1983; Su et al., 1991). Indeed,

a number of promoter-proximal binding proteins do not appear to function as classical

activators (e.g., acidic activation domain), but instead, might augment gene expression by

facilitating communication of distal enhancers with their target promoters (e.g., Calhoun and

Levine, 2003).

A vivid illustration of the importance of enhancer looping was recently documented at the

mouse beta-globin gene. As discussed earlier, beta-globin is regulated by the looping of the

distal LCR to the beta-globin promoter (Martin et al., 1996). Looping and activation

depends on two key transcription factors, GATA1 and LDB1 (Deng et al., 2012). Both

proteins bind to the LCR and beta-globin promoter. Removal of GATA1 blocks globin

expression. However, expression is restored with a synthetic ZF::LDB1 fusion protein that

recognizes specific sequences in the globin promoter and fosters LCR looping in the absence

of GATA1. This bypass experiment highlights the importance of enhancer looping in gene

activation during development.

Recent whole-genome binding assays have identified general transcription factors at distal

enhancers. The pre-genome view of such factors, e.g., subunits of the Mediator and TFIID

complexes, is that they assemble at or near the promoter to foster transcription initiation.
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However, whole-genome assays have identified binding of TAF3 and TAF7L, so-called

“orphan TAFs”, at both core promoters and distal enhancers in ES cells and adipocytes,

respectively (Fig. 2A) (Liu et al., 2011; Zhou et al. 2013). Similar methods have also

identified the Pol II elongation factor ELL3 at distal enhancers (Lin et al. 2013). These

observations raise the possibility that the assembly of a fully functional PIC might depend

on interactions of distal regulatory sequences with promoter-proximal elements. According

to this view distal enhancers work synergistically with the core promoter to activate

transcription.

Integrating Post-Transcriptional Processes, DNA Replication and Repair

Over the past 40 years increasing evidence points to a coordinated cross talk between

transcription and various steps along the flow of information from DNA replication to

protein production as well as related DNA transactions such as maintenance of genome

integrity. For example, there is emerging evidence that DNA repair processes may be

employed for the orderly trafficking of the genomic regulatory landscape. Also, BAF/BRG1

and BRM-associated factors (Swi/Snf-like complexes) remodel chromatin at distal

enhancers and have been implicated in a variety of development and disease processes. BAF

was recently shown to recruit topoisomerase IIα and mediate decatenation of sister

chromatids during mitosis (Dykhuizen et al., 2013). It is possible that this topo II activity is

also required for long-range enhancer-promoter interactions. There are additional examples

of DNA repair enzymes functioning as potential coactivators at distal enhancers. The XPC

complex can serve both as a classical DNA repair factor and as a transcriptional co-activator

in ES cells (Fig. 2A) (Fong et al., 2011). Moreover, components of the nucleotide excision

repair pathway have been implicated in transcriptional activation upon DNA de-methylation

and gene looping (Le May et al., 2012), while the base-excision repair enzyme TDG is

emerging as a key player in regulating DNA methylation (Wyatt, 2013).

Transcription is also coupled to RNA splicing and processing. Key components of

transcription initiation and elongation including CRSP/Mediator (Huang et al., 2012), RNA

Pol II, and P-TEFb (Zhou et al., 2012) modulate RNA splicing and processing. Conversely,

splicing factors such as SF2/ASF influence transcription levels affecting RNA Pol II pausing

and elongation rates (Zhou et al., 2012). Recent studies raise the possibility that specialized

splicing byproducts – circular intronic RNAs resistant to debranching – might regulate the

expression of their parent genes (Zhang et al., 2013).

Despite the physical sequestration of transcription in the nucleus from protein synthesis in

the cytoplasm, eukaryotic cells exhibit a surprisingly tight coordination of these processes

(Dahan and Choder, 2013). For example, the efficacy of protein synthesis from mRNA

templates is determined by specific sequence motifs in 5′ or 3′ UTRs and associated factors

that are loaded onto pre-RNAs during transcription (Haimovich et al., 2013a). Examples of

such coordination include the yeast RNA Pol II subunits Rpb4/7p (Dahan and Choder,

2013), the Ccr4-Not complex (Miller and Reese, 2012), the human CEBP1 (Bava et al.,

2013) and ELAV/Hu (Simone and Keene, 2013) proteins. Likewise, there is evidence that

mRNA degradation can affect transcriptional output. In yeast, reduced mRNA decay rates

are balanced by diminished mRNA synthesis, so that steady-state mRNA levels are
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maintained (Sun et al., 2013). Critical for balancing mRNA levels are cytoplasmic decay

factors such as Xrn1, which were shown to translocate to the nucleus and work as

transcription regulators (Haimovich et al., 2013b). In short, these findings collectively

suggest that the linear view of gene expression from DNA to RNA to protein should instead

be viewed as circular: transcription affects and is affected by its downstream processes.

There is also a mounting body of evidence for the coupling of transcription with DNA

replication. The timing of DNA replication in S phase is coupled to transcription levels,

whereby genes that are highly expressed are replicated early and the majority of late-

replicating genes are silent (Dellino et al., 2013). Such a temporal correlation between DNA

replication and the onset of expression is seen for the large histone gene cluster (Guglielmi

et al., 2013). It has been suggested that components of the DNA replication machinery

associate with distal regulatory sequences to modulate the timing of transcription (Forsburg,

2004; Karmakar et al., 2010). There is also a spatial component, with respect to where genes

are positioned in the nucleus and relative to each other, to the timing of replication from

different origins (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2010). Thus again in the instance of the interplay of

transcription and replication, it appears that location matters.

Emerging Technologies and the Future of Gene Regulation

During these past several decades powerful new technologies have been added to the

traditional biochemical and genetic methods used to investigate transcription, including an

explosion of techniques for genome-wide high throughput analysis, leading to a “global

systems” view of gene regulation (de Wit and de Laat, 2012; van Steensel and Dekker,

2010). Thus, we witnessed an inexorable shift from single gene analysis to whole genome

surveys, sometimes with interesting and unexpected results. We strongly expect this post-

genome era and affiliated systems-level analyses to continue for some time. In addition, a

new and equally compelling technology is beginning to have a big impact in the field

especially in revealing new dynamic spatial and temporal aspects of transcription: single

molecule live cell imaging.

A looming future challenge is the direct visualization of enhancer-promoter interactions to

determine not only the 3D disposition and relative location of these critical cis-regulatory

elements but also the time dimension and temporal cadence of their interactions with

transcription factors. It is currently unclear how long it takes for a distal enhancer to “find”

its target promoter, and the stability of the ensuing enhancer-promoter complex. Moreover,

it is not known how many rounds of PIC assembly, initiation and reinitiation results from a

single enhancer-promoter interaction. Many of us who were trained in traditional in vitro

biochemistry or classic genetic approaches could not imagine the revolution in molecular

imaging that has now been sweeping into the life sciences. The idea that we could one day

actually see and track the movement of individual transcription factors functioning in living

cells in real time, or measure reaction dynamics and spatial resolution of single molecules

within individual cell nuclei seemed beyond reach.

These questions can now be addressed by the powerful new imaging methods that permit the

detection of single molecules in living cells and tissues (Fig. 5A) (Darzacq et al., 2009;
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Mueller et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2013). These methods offer the promise of tracking the

movements and behaviors of individual transcription factors as they search for cognate

binding sites on interphase chromatin within the nucleus of individual living cells in sub-

second real time measurements (Abrahamsson et al., 2013; Betzig et al., 2006; Gao et al.,

2012; Huang et al., 2009; Huisken et al., 2004; Shao et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2013). When

combined with genetic manipulations, genome-wide analysis and in vitro single molecule

assays (Revyakin et al., 2012), these methods can provide extraordinarily quantitative

measurements with remarkable temporal and spatial resolution.

It is now possible to accurately measure on/off rates, dwell times, 3D diffusion intervals, and

search times for individual transcription factors or combinations of transcription factors.

These approaches can also allow us to dissect the in vivo order of events (i.e. which TFs

must bind first to a site before others can approach and bind) at enhancers and promoters

(Chen et al, in press). We can also probe how mutations in both the transcription factor

proteins and cis-regulatory sequence elements will alter the search parameters and binding

constants. At the same time, it is possible to manipulate and alter the chromatin/epigenetic

state of cells using drugs or mutations to assess the consequences of changing specific

chromatin modifications on the transcription search pattern and simultaneously measure the

transcriptional output. Just as super resolution imaging has been a game changer for tracking

complex molecular transactions in living cells, a parallel but equally enabling set of

advances in single molecule in vitro biochemistry is revolutionizing our ability to dissect the

mechanistic steps involved in cell free single molecule transcription assays (Fig. 5B)

(Bustamante et al., 2011; Deniz et al., 2008; Friedman and Gelles, 2012; Herbert et al.,

2008; Revyakin et al., 2012; Treutlein et al., 2012).

The development of advanced imaging methods, such as light sheet microscopy, permits the

rapid acquisition of cellular images using a new generation of detectors to record movies

over periods of hours in living embryos (Keller et al., 2008). The very first movies of gene

regulation are beginning to appear. For example, after nearly thirty years of analyzing fixed

preparations of staged Drosophila embryos, we can finally watch the dynamic activation of

Hunchback expression by the maternal Bicoid gradient, one of the paradigms of gene

control in development (Garcia et al., 2013; Lucas et al., 2013). These studies reported the

detection of nascent transcripts produced by the proximal Hunchback enhancer in living

embryos in real time. They reveal incredibly rapid induction of gene expression, within a

factor of two of the theoretical limit (one Pol II complex loaded every 70–80 bp along the

DNA template). These studies also demonstrated that low levels of the Bicoid activator

gradient result in all or none expression of the Hunchback reporter gene in neighboring cells,

raising the possibility that activators function in a statistical manner to increase the

probability of on or off transcription in the different cells of a population. Previous static

methods for the analysis of fixed preparations have been useful for elucidating the spatial

control of gene expression (e.g., the borders of segmentation stripes of expression).

However, these methods provide limited information about the temporal dynamics of gene

expression. The newly available imaging technologies provide the first opportunities for

delving into the dimension of time.
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We anticipate that all of these technical advances together with the resurgent interest in

mammalian development and stem cell biology bode well for a rich and productive period.

We particularly look forward to new insights into the emerging theme of “location matters”,

that is, the impact of 3D chromosomal organization and nuclear localization in

transcriptional dynamics. The upcoming decade of transcription biology is poised for

unprecedented opportunities for discovery.
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Figure 1. Organization of cis-regulatory DNAs in metazoan genomes
Metazoan genes are regulated by multiple enhancers. (A) Organization of the even-skipped

(eve) locus in the Drosophila genome. The eve gene is just 3 kb in length, but is regulated by

individual stripe enhancers (E) located in both 5′ and 3′ flanking regions. The eve stripe

enhancers function in an additive fashion to produce 7 stripes of gene expression in the early

Drosophila embryo (micrograph by Mike Perry and Michael Levine, personal

communication). (B) Evolution of pelvic fins in stickleback fish. The Pitx1 gene is regulated

in different tissues by a series of enhancers located in both 5′ and 3′ flanking regions.

Deletion of the hindlimb enhancer results in reduced development of the pelvic fins (red) in

freshwater populations (adapted from (Shapiro et al., 2004)). (C) Organization of the HoxD

complex in mice. The complex is regulated by a series of flanking enhancers (purple and

green ovals) located in two neighboring topological association domains (TADs). The

telomeric TAD (T-DOM) regulates linked HoxD genes in the developing arm and forearm,

while the centromeric TAD (C-DOM) regulates expression in the hand and the digits

(adapted from Andrey et al., 2013).
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Figure 2. Specialized transcription machineries
(A) A diversified set of preinitiation complexes (PICs), co-activators and chromatin

remodelers orchestrates cell-specific transcription programs. In embryonic stem cells

(ESCs), the XPC trimeric complex works as an OCT4/SOX2 stem cell co-activator (SCC) at

distal enhancer sites (DE) to sustain the expression of pluripotency and self-renewal genes.

Upon formation of embryoid bodies (EBs), TBP-associated factor TAF3 is required for

endodermal lineage differentiation, mediating DNA looping between DEs and core

promoters (TATA) of endoderm-specificating genes in concert with CTCF. In testis, TAF4B

directs a transcription program required to preserve the germ-cell compartment; farther

down the differentiation path, in round spermatids, TAF4B is replaced by a core-promoter
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complex comprised of the TAF7 homologue TAF7L, TBP-related factor TRF2 and TFIIA,

which promotes spermatogenesis instead. TAF7L also regulates adipogenesis by associating

with TBP as a component of TFIID at promoters and with PPARγ-RXR as a cofactor at

enhancers on adipocyte-specific genes. In neurons, a specialized BAF chromatin-remodeling

complex exists (nBAF) that includes neural specific subunits (BAF53b, BAF45b, BAF45c,

CREST) and facilitates transcription of genes involved in dendrite outgrowth. (B) A yet

uncharacterized, TFIID-independent PIC assembles at the TCT motif (polypyrimidine

initiator) encompassing the transcription start site of ribosomal protein genes in Drosophila

cells. In Drosophila S2 cells, non-canonical PICs made of TRF2/TFIIA and TBP/TFIIA are

responsible for the cell cycle-restricted expression of H1 and H2B/A histone genes,

respectively. TBP/TFIIA, and possibly TRF2/TFIIA, are pre-loaded on the histone locus in

the G1-phase of the cell cycle, but only activate transcription when cells enter S-phase.

Abbreviations: PE, proximal enhancer; PPRE, PPARγ response element; TF, sequence-

specific transcription factor.
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Figure 3. Structural dynamics of transcription machineries
(A) Binding of PIC components to promoter induces dramatic turns of the DNA template, as

revealed by EM structure of human TFIID and TFIIA bound to a super-core promoter

(adapted from (Cianfrocco et al., 2013)). (B) Different activators (p53, c-JUN, Sp1) target

distinct sites and induce localized as well as common conformational changes within TFIID,

as evaluated by EM structural studies (adapted from (Liu et al., 2009)). (C) ARC/CRSP

mediator undergoes dramatic and distinct conformational changes when bound to VP16

versus SREBP-1a activators, as resolved by EM (adapted from (Taatjes et al., 2002)).
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Figure 4. A model for the sequential activation of gene expression
Diagram of a hypothetical gene regulated by several distal enhancers located both 5′ and 3′

of the transcription unit. (A) Gene X is silent; all enhancers are inactive and contain

“repressive marks” – H3K27me3 – mediated by Polycomb silencers (e.g., (Voigt et al.,

2013)). (B) A pioneer factor (PF) binds to specific sites in Enhancer 1. This leads to the

appearance of flanking DnaseI hypersensitive sites and, presumably, the recruitment of

chromatin remodeling complexes (e.g., BAF) and histone modifying complexes (e.g., Hu et

al., 2013). (C) Following changes in chromatin state, the regulatory region becomes

condensed, thereby bringing Enhancer 1 into proximity with the Gene X promoter. In some

cases, the promoter acquires paused Pol II prior to induction. (D) Upon binding of inductive

sequence-specific transcription factors (TF), the Enhancer engages the promoter and leads to
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the recruitment of the PIC or release of paused Pol II to trigger expression. Cohesin has been

implicated in stabilizing Enhancer-Promoter interactions (e.g., Guo et al., 2012).
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Figure 5. Emerging imaging technologies
(A) Single molecule super-resolution imaging of RNA Pol II (Ignacio Izeddin, Ibrahim

Cisse, Maxime Dahan and Xavier Darzacq, personal communication). Three-dimensional

density map of Pol II localization in fixed nuclei (left) highlights spatial Pol II clustering,

while single particle tracking in live cells (right) identifies distinct Pol II dynamic behaviors.

Data were collected from an engineered cell line stably expressing the Pol II catalytic

subunit (RPB1) labeled with the photo-convertible fluorescent protein Dendra2 (Cisse et al.,

2013). (B) Promoter-specific transcription initiation directed by a reconstituted human Pol II

system at single molecule resolution using TIRF video-microscopy. Cy5-labeled DNA

templates containing a consensus Pol II promoter are immobilized on a surface, and nascent

transcripts are detected based on colocalization of fluorescent probes and template signals.

The two DNA templates contain (red) or lack (green) the target sequence for the transcript

probe to control for specificity (adapted from (Revyakin et al., 2012)).
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